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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Thank you for introducing me and paper title.
Good morning, everyone. My name is Hideki Takase. I’m Ph.D. student in Nagoya University.
We have organized educational project, and I chaired the committee of this project held in last year.
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History of SSEST committee
SSEST1
– held on August 2005
– Midori SUGAYA (chair) and 9 members

SSEST2
– held on July 2006
– Yutaka MATSUBARA (chair), Ittetsu TANIGUCHI (vice-chair), Hayato 

KANAI (finance chair), and 5 members 
SSEST3
– held on August 2007
– Shintaro HOSOAI (vice-chair), Takuya AZUMI (software manager), and 7 

members 
SSEST4
– held on September 2008
– Me (chair), and 11 members

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Co-writers and I are all students or young researchers and the member of past SSEST committee.
On behalf of the committee, I will talk about embedded system education activity in Japan organized by students and young engineers.
You may wonder why student like me talk about the embedded education program, the answer will be appeared in this presentation.
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
This slide shows the outline of contents.
My presentation includes introduction, explanation of SSEST project, our leaning contents, analysis of educational effect, and conclusion.
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プレゼンテーションのノート
First of all, I will present background and motivation as a introduction our this project.
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Background
A critical problem in Japan:

Embedded system developers and researchers are not enough
The abundant knowledge about both hardware and software is 
required for the embedded system technologies.
– It is necessary to have

the wide perspective for the whole system
the capability to analyze and solve complex problems related to both 
hardware and software
the skill to manage team development project

However, the learning time is limited in the information science or 
technology courses of undergraduate schools
– Most students do not have sufficient time to learn and experience these thing
– Universities are places where one learns a little about a wide variety of 

things, including general education

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
As you know well, embedded system technologies are evolving rapidly.
So, embedded system products are becoming more complex and large-scale.
Now the lack of embedded system developers becomes a critical problem in Japan.
IPA/SEC, that is Japanese embedded software engineering organization, reported that about 99,000 embedded system engineers are short in 2007.

In learning for embedded system technologies, we think that the abundant knowledge about both hardware and software is required. 
For researchers and engineers of embedded systems, it is necessary to have the wide perspective for the whole system, and the capability to solve complex problems related to both hardware and software.
In the team development project, it is also important to manage team and project.

On the other hands, the learning time of information science or technology courses in undergraduate schools is limited.
Most students do not have sufficient time for learning these things.
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Motivation
Educational courses for embedded systems in Japan 
– NEXCESS (Nagoya Univ. EXtension Courses for Embedded Software 

Specialists)
– QUBE (Q-shu(kyusyu) Univ. hardware/software Borderless system design 

Education program)
These courses have been provided mainly for industrial engineers

New courses in graduate schools started at following universities.
– Tokai University, JAIST

However, these kinds of courses are still few

New educational concepts are needed to provide 
useful opportunities for students and young engineers

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
To solve these problems, there are some education projects in Japanese universities.
Educational courses for embedded system are provided in universities. 
For example, NEXCESS project and QUBE project.
   NEXCESS stands for Nagoya University Extension Courses for Embedded Software Specialists.
   QUBE stands for Q-shu University hardware/software Borderless system design Education  program.
These project have provided various courses at several skill levels. 
However, these courses have been provided only for industrial engineers, not for students.

Some universities have started to provide new courses in graduate schools. 
Graduate school students at these universities can take specialized classes in embedded system technologies. 
However, these kinds of courses are still few.

Therefore, we think that a new educational concepts is needed to provide useful opportunities for students and young engineers.
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Next topic is what is the SSEST project.
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What’s SSEST project
Summer School on Embedded System Technologies
SSEST committee is organized by students in graduate 
schools and young engineers
We have hosted summer schools
for beginners from 2005 in each year
SSEST provides opportunities to:
– experiment of the whole 

development process
– get the basic knowledge

SWEST committee provides funds
and advices about the learning contents to us.

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
We are calling our project, “SSEST”.
SSEST stands for Summer School on Embedded System Technologies.
SSEST committee is organized by students in graduate schools and young engineers.
From 2005, we have hosted summer schools for beginners in the embedded system field each year.
We think it is very useful for undergraduate/graduate students and young engineers to experience and learn these things. 
In other words, SSEST is the embedded system education project of the students and young engineers, by the students and young engineers and for the students and young engineers 

And we have been helped by SWEST committee.
SWEST stands for Summer Workshop on Embedded System Technologies and is a one of the large community in Japan.
Many experienced engineers and researchers belong to SWEST committee. 
SWEST committee provides funds and advices about our educational material and curriculum. 
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Objectives and contributions
Main target of SSEST participants are
– graduate/undergraduate university students who are interested in the 

embedded systems
– young engineers whose operations are the embedded system domain
– beginners who aim to become experts on embedded system development

The objectives of SSEST are
– education for basic knowledge and skills
– lively discussion among students and young engineers to improve each 

communication skill

SSEST contributes to 
– provide a learning and experience opportunity to the beginners
– educate committee members as the organizer of big project

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Main target of SSEST participants are as follows.
However, there are not a lot of chances to be part of whole system development process in their life.

Main objectives are education for basic knowledge and techniques through whole development process.
And more, we encourages lively discussion among students and young engineers for the purpose of improvement of each communication skill. 

SSEST contributes to provide a learning and experience opportunity to the beginners of embedded system technologies.
Moreover, SSEST also contribute to educate committee members themselves as the organizer though the experience of educational project designer.
As a matter of fact, it is the most important in the SSEST project.
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History of SSEST

P: Participants 
C: Committee members

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
This figure indicates the transition of number of participants and committee member of SSEST.
P denotes participants, and C is committee members.
As shown in figure, the total number of participants through a history of SSEST is estimating up to 128.
A majority of participants is undergraduate and graduate course students. 
Also young researchers and embedded developers participated SSEST.
Since SSEST focuses non-experts of embedded system development, this constitution is appropriate for the purpose.
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Organization of committee
The members of  the committee are from variety of 
universities that are in all parts of the country.
Committee of SSEST is organized
by approximately 10 members in each year
The member of committee is
varied from year to year
– totally, about 35 members 

(include 3 young engineers)
– In most case, some participant 

of the last SSEST became 
the committee members

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
This picture indicates the descents of committee members.
As you can see that the members of  the committee are scattered around Japan.
The number of committee members in each year is around 10.
So far, about 35 members have worked the committee.
   There are varieties of research themes that committee members have, such as model verification, reconfigurable processor design, a real-time operating systems, and software testing.
Also, some member worked the committee at several times.
The member of committee is varied from year to year.
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Activity of committee (e.g. SSEST4)

review project
 & takeover

Sep.

Oct.2008

committee camp

discuss concept 

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
This slide shows the activity of SSEST committee.
Working period of committee is more than 10 months.
The range of activity is very wide.
discussion about the concept of project, learning contents productions, publication, call for participation, and finance management.
Since committee member were scattered from south to west in Japan, it is difficult to meet each other often.
The chance to have face time with each other is only twice appeared to star point.
The third time to meet is boot camp, this is real program of SSEST.
So we have communication using e-mails, wiki website and Skype.
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
In this section, I give briefly explanation for learning contents.
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Learning objectives
Learning objectives are
– Basic Knowledge

electronic engineering
computer architecture engineering
control engineering

– Using system software and development tools
real-time OS, device driver, library, etc.
cross-compiler, linker, debugger, etc.

– Programming for embedded software
assembler, C language, etc

– Team development… Especially important ! 
communication with developers in different fields

We designed the original material and curriculum

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Learning objectives are classified four parts.
The first part is to learn basic knowledge including electronic engineering, computer architecture engineering and control engineering

The second part is to learn and experience using system software and development tools.
System software includes a real-time OS, device drivers, shared library.
Development tools are cross-compiler, linker and debugger.

The third part is to learn and experience programming for embedded software.

The last part is to experience team development. 
This is especially important for real situation and lacking in current education. 

So, we designed the original material and curriculum of the summer school focused on this. 
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Learning material: line trace car
The process for building our line trace car includes
– Making electronic circuits
– Building and using GNU 

development tools on cross 
development environment

– Design of motor control 
algorithm using microcomputer 

– Assembling the body of the line trace car 
– Embedded software development with C language
– Application development on a real-time OS

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
We developed a line trace car as the original learning material.
The process for building the line trace car includes following processes. 
Through these processes, participants of SSEST are able to learn and experience many things in the prior slide.
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History of the material
SSEST1/2
– (simple) line trace car

SSEST3
– yabusame-line trace car

SSEST4
– color-line trace car
– original base-board kit

learning material has been developed
for the better every year's committee

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
In history of SSEST, the learning material has been developed for the better way by every year's committee so that basic development skills of embedded systems are easier to understand.

In SSEST1 and SSEST2, the learning material was simple line trace car, it can only trace the line on the course.
The committee of SSEST3 expanded the yabusame mechainism to line trace car.
Do you know the yabusame?
Yabusame is a type of  Japanese traditional archery, The car shoots arrow at a  target while running the line.

In SSEST4, we developed color line trace car.
While tracing a line on the course, a special routine must be performed according to a color on the line.
For example, the car must stop if red color was appeared on the line.
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Why color-line trace car ?
The car can be assembled with inexpensive price
and worked in a transparent manner
– All the parts of our material can be bought at less than $100 !
The operating principle becomes multi-tasking
1. running along a line on the course
2. operating routine according to a color on the line
– Each task is designed to perform 

under a real-time OS

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Why we developed the color line trace car are summarized as following two reasons.

We wanted to a learning material which is inexpensive and work in a transparent manner.
We think that LEGO mindstorm is very useful to learn the basic knowledge of embedded systems for junior high school students, high school students.
However, it is expensive for SSEST, and have too high functional kits for the participants of SSEST since the hardware modules are hidden by providing easy-to-use APIs.
On the other hand, our material can be assembled at less than 100 dollers, and worked in a transparent manner.
Participants can learn the interface between hardware and software by making our material.

Next reason is that the operation of our material becomes multi-tasking easily.
The capability of the color-line trace car can be divided as a task.
Our system is required to perform two processing concurrently.
We think the understanding of multi-tasking operation is one of the most important knowledge in recently embedded systems.
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Inside of color-line trace car
Hardware structure

Software structure
– Control Application
– Device drivers

sensors and actuators
– Real-time OS: TOPPERS/JSP kernel

an open-source real-time kernel,
and conformity with the uITRON4.0 specification.

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
The inside structure of the car is simple.

This picture indicates the hardware structure of the line trace car.
When the car detects line by sensors, a microcomputer in the car processes the data from the sensors. 
Then the microcomputer outputs control signals to the actuators to change the car's operation.

And this picture gives software structure.
There are three software components, control application, device drivers for sensors and motors, and real-time OS.
The development target is the control application and device drivers.
We used TOPPERS/JSP kernel which is an open-source real-time kernel and conformity with the micro ITRON version four specification.
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Learning curriculum
Prior training
– Individual activity: about 1 month before boot camp
– Each participants of SSEST make up the line trace car

Boot camp
– Collective activity : three days camp
– All participants (and committee members) gather in summer 

school site
– Main activity: experience the team development process

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Let’s go on the activities of participants in the summer school.
Our learning curriculum consists of prior training and boot camp.

In the prior training, each participant builds up the line trace car using the parts sent by the committee. The duration of this activity is about one month before the boot camp.
Boot camp is the three days collective activity.
Participants experience team development process.
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Prior training
Mission
– make up own line trace car for the boot camp
– learn the basic knowledge about the embedded and real-time 

systems
– get the basic skill of embedded development 

Educational support from committee
– procedure manuals and references in website
– mailing list for answer and share their questions

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
The mission of prior training are as follows.
First, they assemble of hardware parts and electronic circuits including sensors circuits and motor control circuits and power circuits, etc.
Second, they learn the basic knowledge about the embedded and real-time systems.
Finally, they get the basic embedded development skill.

We think that participants need some manuals and references in this activity to go well.
So, we provided procedure manuals in website.
Moreover, we prepare mailing list for answer and share questions for the support of prior training.
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Step-by-step contents make easier to 
understand the basic knowledge

Part1: practice of making circuits 
basic usage of microcomputer

Part2: programming with real-time OS

Part3: make up the line trace car 
program device driver & application

Contents of prior training
support by 
e-contents

http://www.ertl.jp/SSEST/top/

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
The curriculum of prior training is designed to step-by-step contents.
In part1, participants perform exercise of making circuits by the very simple drill circuit.
Also, participants write simple control program, for example, operation of LED blinking.
Then, Participants get the skill of real-time OS programming.
Finally, participants make individual car and programs simple control application.

The reason why prior training includes three steps is that our target participants are beginners of embedded systems.
For beginners, it is difficult to make up and program the line trace car without any previous knowledge and skills.
By experiencing embedded system development step-by-step, participants make easier to understand for the basic knowledge.

These figures are the e-contents of prior practice.
Participants refer these manuals for working the prior training.
The contents cite is now widely operating, however, these are only provided by Japanese.
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Boot camp
Collective activity for three days camp
Boot camp includes 
– Lectures / Tutorials / 

Team development / 
Debrief session / Race

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
The next main activity is called “boot camp”.
This is collective three days activity.
All participants and committee members gather in summer school site.
This photo shows the opening scene of SSEST2.
The boot camp is very hard practice including lectures, tutorials, a team development, a debrief session and a race.
I will present each activity.
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Lectures & Tutorials
Lectures by embedded system experts
– “What's Embedded and Real-Time System Development”

by a researcher in an university
– “How to Write Requirement Specifications”

by an embedded system developer

Tutorials by committee members
– the procedure of practice
– the hint for project management

role assignment (project manager, software developer, etc. )
effective review & meeting manner

– the hint for system development

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
At the first day of the boot camp, the participants take some lectures by embedded system engineers and researchers.
We invited the experts of embedded systems. Theme of Lectures in SSEST4 are as follows.

Then, committee members provide tutorials about the …
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Team development
Main activity of SSEST
– four or five participants make up a team

communication skill of participant can be encourage to improve
– design and implement a control programs of the line trace car

experience a series of an embedded system development process, 
e.g. waterfall, spiral model

Missions
– To develop a line trace car as 

fast as possible at the race
– To write system documentations

Requirement specification
Software design specification
Software test specification

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Team development is main activity of SSEST.
Four or five participants make up a team.
The member of team is selected by the committee.
Since communication and discussion must be needed though the group work,
the communication skill of participant can be encourage to improve.
Each team designs a control programs and modifies the function of line trace car while experiencing a series of embedded system development process.
Missions of each team are to develop a line trace car that can completely run the race course as fast as possible.
They experience a series of development process, for example, waterfall and spiral model.
Moreover, each team have to write some documentations.
For student participants, it is very hard but provocative work.

The size of control application program they wrote is about from  2000 lines to 3000 lines in C language excluding the code of real-time OS.
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Debrief session
Each team presents the achievement of boot camp
– control algorithms of their line trace car
– summary of documentations
– how to manage team development

Some embedded system experts are invited as guests
The participants and guests
discuss the achievement on
team developments.

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
At the last day of the boot camp, each team presents the achievement of boot camp as following points.
In this session, we invited some embedded system experts as guests.
The guests gave beneficial advice to the participants.
The participants and guests discuss the achievement on team developments.
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Race
The modified line trace cars of all teams contest driving 
time on the race course
– Although it is not true objective to be winner in this race, 

the race is very effective to improve motivation of participants

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
The race is last event in the boot camp.
The modified line trace cars of all teams contest driving time on the race course.
It is not true objective to be winner in this race, however the race is very effective to improve motivation of participants.
Although the rule of the race is designed to be challenging, the most of the cars completed the race course.
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Next, I will give the analysis of educational effect on our project.
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Analysis of educational effect
We had sent out questionnaires from participants 
– for reviewing and improving our activity
– total number of answers: 100

SSEST1: 27   SSEST2: 20   SSEST3: 25  SSEST4: 28

Analysis items
– Satisfaction
– Usefulness of learning contents
– Achievement of objectives
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Satisfaction & usefulness

60%

37%

3% 0%

Very useful
Useful
Almost useless
Useless

6% 0%

34%

60%

Satisfied
Almost satisfied
Almost unsatisfied
unsatisfied

Degree of satisfaction
– 94% of participants were satisfied.

Usefulness of the learning contents
– 97% of participants answered “very useful” or “useful” for 

their researches and works.

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
I show the result of evaluation of satisfaction and usefulness for participants.
About degree of satisfaction, the 94% of participants were satisfied for this summer school.
About usefulness of the learning contents, 97% of participants answered “very useful” or “useful” for their research and works.
We derived very good results.
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Achievement of objectives
Objectives Considerations

Experience of embedded 
system development

We could have provided an educational program that 
is stressed experience development process.

Comprehension of 
embedded system 

development

We could have provided plenty of learning contents 
for prior training. 
An opportunity can be acquired the advanced 
knowledge in several fields.

Acquirement of basic 
development skills

Providing the prior training and lectures, basic skills 
and knowledge can be acquired. 
Objective evaluation framework has to be introduced.

Team development and 
project management 
through group work

More than 50% participants were interested in team 
development and communication.

we could conclude this project got high appraisalwe could conclude this project got high appraisal

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
I would provide the considerations for the achievement of objectives.
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
To conclude, I would like to summarize my talk.
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Conclusions
SSEST : Summer School on Embedded System Technologies
Main features
– The project is organized by students and young engineers
– The original education material and the curriculum.

Contributions 
– To provide learning and experience opportunity to beginners
– To educate committee members as organizers

Original learning contents
– material: line trace car
– curriculum: prior training and boot camp

Result of evaluation indicated SSEST was an extremely valuable 
opportunity for the participants

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
In this presentation, I presented the embedded system educational project SSEST.
The main features of SSEST are that ….
SSEST contribute to …
We also presented our learning contents…
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Challenges and future topics
Challenges
– Review and improve the learning material / curriculums

opportunities to review them may be needed especially by experts
– Objective evaluation of educational effect on SSEST

participants’ / committee members’ growth

Future topics
– SSEST5 have already held on August 2009

The results of SSEST5 will be reported sometime soon
– We will continue SSEST and contribute to educational 

activities for embedded system technologies (SSEST6 ??)

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
There is some point to be considered for the feature improvements of our project.
First is to review and improve the learning material and curriculum.
We want to make opportunities to review them by experts.
Next is the lack of objective evaluation of educational effect on SSEST.
From the subjective view, SSEST is effective to educate both participants and committees. 
Especially, to measure the growth of ourselves is the most difficult problem.

As the future topics, SSEST5 have already held on August 2009.
If we have chance, the results of SSEST5 will be reported somewhere soon.
We will continue SSEST and contribute to educational activities for embedded system technologies.
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Thank you for your attention!!
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